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August 2021. Bonus programs are reevaluated annually. No credit will be given for applications 
agents write on themselves or family members, or application splits..

Carrier Kickers Reward

Slingshot  
Your Comp Cash Bonus

$1,000/carrier

Additional $3,000

*up to $4,000 total

Exclusive invitation for the qualifying agent and a guest 
on  the next available Symmetry Destination Trip. 

Valued at $8,000

Carrier Kickers
$15k in net placed premium in 
first 90 days with one of the 
following core carriers:
*90-day start date begins at time of contract 
date with each carrier. Carrier Kickers tracked 

The Hat Trick

The Destination Kicker

Get 3 out of 4 Carrier 
Kickers in 90 days 

$45k net placed with bonusable carriers in 120 
days based on OPT creation date

1 Month + S’more Factor

+ S’more Factor

+ S’more Factor

2 Months

2 Months

2 Months

+ 10% Bonus

+ 10% Bonus

+ 10% Bonus

1 Month

1 Month

Mutual of Omaha does not count ADD.

No more than 50% of the required premium for a promotion
can come from a single leg of downline business.

Slingshot with S’more

Carrier Kickers bonuses is based on net placed premium.

Personal production with bonusable carriers count
for cash bonus.

It is up to the agent and manager to track the carrier
contract start date. 

Slingshot with S’more promotion is based on Net Placed Premium.

Personal production and agency volume count for contract bumps.

Slingshot with S’more promotion begins September 1st, 2022. 10% bonus on personal production with bonusable
carriers + the S’more factor: Someone slingshots to 85
needs $5k - if total agency = $10k the slingshot factor is 2
and so on. Bonus = 10% bonus x Slingshot Factor

Must produce 3 out of 4 weeks in a month (or 4 out of 5).
Can’t skip levels.

Can’t qualify for both Slingshot and Producer Bonus.
Bonus caps at $10k.
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